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Scanning and optical character recognition      
limit artificial intelligence; beware these          
common problems
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OCR limits AI success
Gartner predicts corporate legal departments will spend 12% of in-house budgets on technology in 2025, 
a threefold increase from 2020 and up from just 2.6% in 2017. The same 2025 forecast warns that 
corporate legal departments will capture only 30% of the potential benefit of their contract life cycle 
management investments and advises them to “investigate, document and prioritize desired business 
outcomes and the necessary operational capabilities to achieve them.” 

Worldwide, artificial intelligence (AI) software revenue is soaring, but while AI holds great promise for
legal teams, most oversee outdated contract repositories consisting of image-captured or PDF 
documents converted from a native editor (e.g., MS Word). Among the operational capabilities AI 
depends on in legal environments, a reliable data pool extracted from a contract repository tops the list 
for most teams.

AI technologies need these documents converted back into machine-readable formats, and optical 
character recognition (OCR) tools promise tremendous performance in doing so with many claiming 98% 
or 99% accuracy. Unfortunately, their paper legacies make these kinds of expectations unrealistic for 
most legal teams, but every situation is different. 

Those contemplating AI investments or frustrated with tools they’ve already purchased should look to 
their contract repositories to understand how issues with OCR conversion may limit their success with 
AI. UnitedLex regularly uncovers OCR conversion errors while providing quality assurance to clients, and 
having traced countless errors back to specific terminology in specific sections of specific contracts, 
patterns have emerged. In the pages that follow, we’ve outlined some of the most common issues to look 
out for that can limit OCR conversion success and set AI investments up to underperform or fail outright.

Common source-document problems:
1. Errors in table construction

Table fidelity might be lost between or across columns and rows, especially when affected by page 
breaks.
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2. Unnecessary new-line characters within paragraphs

Paragraphs may be needlessly split by erroneous new-line characters. This often results from OCR rules 
that indicate when a new line should start with either a number or a capital letter. Once processed as a 
new line, this results in a loss of context as the paragraph or sentence is broken into pieces.

3. Oversized headers/footers

Although many technologies can ignore the top/bottom half inch of documents, when headers or footers 
run over that area, they will be captured as part of the document text. This erroneously collected 
information may be combined within paragraphs that span page breaks causing loss of fidelity.

4. Handwritten signatures, initials and notes

Handwritten signatures, initials, notes, etc. are usually captured by OCR software as images; however 
this is not always the case. Sometimes these are converted to random characters, resulting in incoherent 
data creation.

Employees hired after the ratification of this Agreement, Novembers 4,
2010, who perform work in more than one job category, cannot “stack”

such hours to become eligible for health care coverage (ie. cannot add
both job functions together to achieve a 6 hour job for the purpose of
obtaining health care benefits.) Current employees shall continue to be
eligible for health care by "stacking" hours as long as the total hours
result in enough to quality for the benefits.

B. 

27 B. −› Employees·hired·after·the·ratification·of·this·Agreement,·Novembers·4,¶
2010,·who·perform·work·in·more·than·one·job·category,·cannot·“
stack”·¶

such·hours·to·become·eligible·for·health·care·coverage·(ie·cannot·add·
both·job·functions·together·to·achieve·a·6·hour·job·for·the·purpose·of·
obtaining·health·care·benefits.)·Current·employees·shall·continue·to·
be·eligible·for·health·care·by·"stacking"·hours·as·long·as·the·total·hours·
result·in·enough·to·quality·for·the·benefits.¶
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5. Charts, graphs, diagrams and other images containing text/data

OCR software often misinterprets imagines containing text or data. Text often gets mixed with or re-
moved from text boxes, and pictures can be anchored in incorrect locations. This causes completely 
incoherent rendering of portions or even complete sections of documents.
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6. Numbered lists

Numbered lists are often misread. These errors may be caused by a wide array of problems, including:
• Missing new line characters resulting in multiple list items being combined into one
• List numbers being incorrectly converted (e.g., S.1 instead of 5.1)
• List numbers being converted into images 
• The inadvertent placement of a new line character within one item on a list 
• Missing list values entirely

After OCR

5              THE·SUPPLIER’S·OBLIGATIONS

                5.·I·     The·Supplier·shall:

                       S.·I.·1·     Services:·from·the·commencemcnt·date·specified·m·the· 
relevant· Service· Supplement,· perform· the· Services· in· 
accordance·with·the·Service·Levels;

−›

−› −›
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5              THE SUPPLIER’S OBLIGATIONS

                5.1     The Supplier shall:

                       5.1.1     Services: from the commencement date specified in the 
relevant Service Supplement, perform the Services in 
accordance with the Service Levels;
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7. Multiple columns to a page

Paragraphs may be needlessly split by erroneous new-line characters. This often results from OCR rules 
that indicate when a new line should start with either a number or a capital letter. Once processed as a 
new line, this results in a loss of context as the paragraph or sentence is broken into pieces.

8. Foreign-language and bilingual documents

Some OCR tools recognize non-English language and AI features will be able to identify the language 
within the document; however, the system must be set up to allow for this. Legal teams must be sure to 
configure the OCR system accordingly. Even when configured correctly, however, foreign language 
documents can confuse many OCR tools when mixed in with a large set of primary-language documents.

Documents that contain multiple languages on a single page may require special handling. Not all OCR 
vendors will be able to handle this situation. Teams managing these types of documents should be sure 
to research potential OCR software vendors and choose the best fit.
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Contractor shall not enter 
into any subcontracts for 
any of the work scheduled 
under this contract other 
than described in Exhibit A 
without obtaining prior 
written approval from the
Commission. Should the 
Contractor obtain prior 
written approval to enter into 
a subcontract with a 
qualified provider of 
services, the Subcontractor 
shall acknowledge the 
binding nature of this 
agreement and incorporate 
this agreement together with 
its attachments as 
appropriate. The Contractor
must agree to be solely 
responsible for the 
performance of any 
Subcontractor Commission 
certifies at the time the 
contract is written that 
sufficient funds are 
available and authorized for 
expenditure to finance costs 
of this contract within the 
Commission's current 
appropriation or limitation. It 
is agreed that in the event 
the appropriation or funding 

requirements of the 
contract; to perform or 
cause to be performed
inspections necessary in 
connection with the 
performance of the contract; 
to maintain both written and 
oral communications with 
the Contractor concerning 
the aspects of the written
interpretations of the 
technical requirements of 
the statement of work; to 
monitor the Contractor's 
performance under the 
contract and notify the 
Commission of any 
deficiencies observed.

contract and notify the 
Commission of any 
deficiencies observed.
The Commission, the State 
Auditor of the State of North 
Dakota, and the Office of the 
Attorney General of the 
State of North Dakota, and 
their duly authorized 
representatives, shall have
access to the books, 
documents, papers and 
records of the Contractor 
which are directly pertinent 
to the specific contract for 
the purpose of making audit, 
examination, excerpts, and
transcripts.

the purpose of making audit, 
examination, excerpts, and
transcripts. The parties 
agree that if any term or 
provision of this contract is 
declared by a court of 
competent jurisdiction to be 
illegal or in conflict with any 
law, the validity of the 
remaining terms and 
provisions shall not be 
affected, and the rights and 
obligations of the parties 
shall be construed & 
enforced as if the contract 
did not contain the 
particular term or provision 
held to be invalid.

Commission is not obtained 
and continued at a level 
sufficient to allow for 
payments to the Contractor, 
for the services identified in 
Paragraph 2, the obligations 
of each party hereunder
terminate upon delivery of 
written notice to the 
Contractor.
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to the Commission is not 
obtained and continued at a 
level sufficient to allow for 
payments to the Contractor, 
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of each party hereunder
terminate upon delivery of 
written notice to the 
Contractor.
The Contractor shall save 
and hold harmless the State 
of North Dakota and the 
Commission, its officers, 
agents, employees, and 
members, from all claims, 
suits, or actions of 
whatsoever nature resulting 
from or arising out of the 
activities of the Contractor 

or its subcontractors,
agents, or employees under 
this agreement. The 
Contractor shall obtain 
adequate liability insurance 
coverage, including, at a 
minimum, the maximum 
limits on damages 
established pursuant to 
N.D.C.C. §32-12.2-02.
Notwithstanding the 
Contractor's responsibility 
for total management 
responsibility during the
performance of the contract, 
the administration of the 
contract will require 
maximumncoordination 
between the Lignite 
Research Council, the 
Commission and the 
Contractor.
The Commission's Technical 
Representative (TR) will be 
designated on authority of 
the Commission to monitor 
all technical aspects and 
assist in administration of 
the contract. The types of 
actions within the purview of 
the TR's authority are to 
assure that the Contractor
performs the technical 
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9. Background images

If background images contain text, it may be captured and placed within the document. Images may also 
be captured and placed as separate images anchored within the document.
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10. Inverted/Upside-down scans

OCR software may not recognize the situation when it encounters upside down documents or pages. The 
OCR process often renders the verbiage incorrectly, resulting in gibberish from the conversion.

Headings. The headings in this Agreement are for the convenience of the parties only, 
and are in no way intended to define or limit then scope or interpretation of the 
Agreement or any provision hereof.

Relationships an independent contractor and nothing in this Agreement shall render 
either party an employee, agent or partner of the other, except for any specific Customer 
appointment(s) of as its agent under a Customer maintenance or software license 
agreement with a third party as set forth in attachments to Exhibit A. Neither party shall 
be liable for the acts or omissions of the other.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement and its exhibits constitute the entire agreement 
between and Customer, and supersede any prior or contemporaneous communications, 
representations or agreements between the parties, whether oral or written, regarding the 
subject matter of this Agreement. Customer's additional or different terms and conditions 
shall not apply. The terms and conditions of this Agreement may not be changed except 
by an amendment signed by an authorized representative of each party.

Applicable Law. This Agreement is made under and shall be construed in accordance 
with the law of B giving effect to that jurisdiction's choice of law rules.

15.14

15.15

The parties only, and are for the Agreement are for and are for this 
Agreement or the parties only, any provision hereof Headings. The hereof.

Relationships an in thing in attachment wither party as its to Exhibit A. 
Neithe or appointenance or party as set for party shall render partner party 
and nother maintenance othe other party as set for omissionships an 
employee, agreement wither a thing in this Agreement contractor an inder 
party as set for a ther appointenance othird party an employee, agreement 
contracts to Exhibit A. Neither omissionships agreement wither party as set 
for party an employee, agent shall be liable for omissions or

Customer's additions, whether of this Agreement. The subject matten, 
representational or agreementational or agreement and subject may not by 
and its contemporal or cons, whethe subject may not an authorized exhibits 
exhibits be changed by and communications, whethe ent. This Agreement 
between ther of each parties, represent. 
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UnitedLex is a data and professional services company delivering outcomes that create value 
for high-performing law firms and corporate legal departments in the areas of digital litigation, 
intellectual property, contracts, compliance, and legal operations.

Founded in 2006 with a mission to push the boundaries of legal innovation, we provide solutions 
that enable measurable performance improvement, risk mitigation, revenue gain, cost reduction 
and digital business synergy. Our team of 3,000+ legal, data and technology professionals 
supports our clients from operational centers around the world.

For more information, visit https://unitedlex.com

About UnitedLex

Surround OCR with quality assurance:
Machine AI and analytic accuracy will only be as precise as the data available to it. Incorrect or 
inaccurate captured text skews the analysis and sets the technology up to fail by decreasing the 
technology’s precision rate (how accurate) and recall rate (how complete). Documents converted directly 
to PDFs or e-signature documents are relatively clean and convert back from PDF to a machine-readable 
version very well. Most errors arise from image capture or scanned documents. Buyers should be wary 
that many problems can arise, take care to choose the best solutions for their situation, and leverage 
talented people on both sides of the OCR conversion process. 

Those planning to invest in new AI solutions and other technology relying on significant OCR conversions 
should first try to better understand their contract repositories. Are they flush with multiple languages, 
paper-scanned pdfs, complex page formats, or other potential challenges? Better understanding what 
needs OCR conversion can help legal teams identify the best tools for the job and determine if simple 
steps could address shortcomings of their contract repository or if other solutions might be more 
effective.

Legal teams should assess their levels of risk when it comes to OCR precision and recall and respond 
with an appropriate quality assurance effort to monitor performance. Putting smart people to work to 
spot check and look for patterns of problematic conversions can help to pinpoint and address or 
eliminate problematic data. This approach offers legal teams the best way to improve the precision and 
recall of OCR efforts and give their AI investments a fighting chance to meet expectations.

https://unitedlex.com

